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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Marriage has been conventionally considered a relationship
between a man and a woman in which the husband is the breadwinner and
the wife is the nurturer of the home.
The traditional, or at least idealized, American family in all
but very recent years thus consisted of a husband whose primary
identification and duties were to his job and a wife who managed
the home and family full-time and who, if among the middle and
upper classes, did some volunteer work (Pepitone-Rockwell, 1980,
p. 113).
Other alternatives to the conventional marriage appear to have
come about through changes in societal conditions.

Such conditions

may have developed because of such factors as the move toward
industrialization, availability of higher education for women, and
changes in attitudes of women.
The choice of more and more women to earn an independent
livelihood, pursue a career, or develop a work of their own is
partly a result of technological and political changes:
effective contraception, a longer life span, higher education,
and most recently the revival of feminism (Ruddick and Daniels,
1977, p. 25).
Whatever the plausible suggestions for the appearance of
alternatives to the traditional marriage, one alternative style of
marriage appeared as the dual-career marriage in which both husband
and wife held jobs outside the home.
The term dual-career families• was coined to designate a type of
family structure in which both heads of household--the husband
and the wife--pursue active careers and family lives (Rapoport
and Rapoport, 1976, p. 9).
1

2

Furthermore, it does not appear that the dual-career marriage is
merely a trend but rather is one solution sought by some couples as a
way of dealing with increased need for financial management and for
changing attitudes.
The current trend in American society is toward an increase in
the number of dual-career couples, as ecomonic demands and
changing cultural norms bring more and more women into full-time,
career-oriented jobs (Pepitone-Rockwell, 1980, p. 258).
Although the dual-career lifestyle appeared as a solution for
financial needs and changes in attitudes toward women, the couple
faced conflicts and rewards as a result of their lifestyle.
The fact that both heads of household pursue full and active
careers gives rise to a number of specific strains and yields a
number of specific gains (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976, p. 20).
Opportunities for employment and/or educational development were not
always available for the partners in the same location at the same
time in their dual-career relationship so that the couple was faced
with one choice being that of commuting.
One unconventional approach to resolve dual-career conflict is to
adopt the commuting lifestyle, exemplified by husband and wife
living and working separately in two cities during the working
week, and reuniting over the weekend (Farris, 1978, p. 100).
Thus, the commuter marriage appeared as another alternative to
the conventional marriage.

As with the dual-career lifestyle, the

commuter marriage may have benefits and challenges that are similar as
a result of two careers within the marriage but in addition, the
commuter marriage may have benefits and challenges that are different
as a result of choosing the commuter lifestyle.

Furthermore, couples

choosing to live apart may be creating a trend in our society, while
at the present time our society has few insights as to what these

3

couples are experiencing as a result of living apart.

"Questions such

as why these people commute, how they decided to commute and what are
the pros and cons of commuting remain unclear" (Farris, 1978, p. 101).
It may be that their experiences could provide insight for helping
professionals who may provide services to these couples who choose to
live apart temporarily.

Problem Statement
In an attempt to understand what couples voluntarily living apart
were experiencing, fourteen spouses were interviewed who were at the
time of the interviews in commuter marriages of a minimum of three
months.

Subjects were asked to share their perceptions as to benefits

and challenges of living apart; perceptions of the effects on
financial,

emotional need, self-identity, and sexuality as a result

of living apart; and to give comments about perceptions,
communications, attitudes, visitation effects, and advice.

Importance of Study
Couples voluntarily choosing to live apart are a phenomenon in
marital lifestyle about which very little is known regarding their
experiences as a result of living apart.

"A limited number of

published, research-based studies focus specifically on dual-career
couples who live apart 11 (Gross, 1980, p. 568).

Therefore, the

importance of this study lies in the examination of the pay-offs and
detriments of living apart as seen by couples who voluntarily choose
to live apart.

It is suggested that the information collected will

4

enhance an understanding of what couples voluntarily living apart are
experiencing in order to aid helping professionals who may work with
such relationships.

Rationale for Use of Qualitative Research
When a trend in the population is relatively new, a large sample
may be difficult to locate.

It appears that the number of couples who

voluntarily choose to live apart is growing but at present it is a
difficult group to access because of locale, changes in these
relationships, and because they are not readily identified by some
source such as the U. S. Bureau of Statistics.
Few investigations of the commuter lifestyle have been undertaken
because such involvement is a recent phenomenon and the
participants are a hard-to-identify and highly mobile population
(Orton and Crossman, 1982, p. 2).
As there appears to be very little information in print about couples
who voluntarily choose to live apart while still maintaining a
marriage, a qualitative approach appears to be an appropriate way to
begin to gain a deeper understanding of the gains and losses
experienced by couples voluntarily choosing to live apart.

Through

use of a qualitative approach, data may show the uniqueness that might
otherwise be lost in a larger sample.

Assumptions
Six assumptions are present in this study.

First, that one need

of an individual is to feel self-worth in order to develop his/her

5

identity.

11

The forces toward self-actualization are part of man 1 s

organismic nature" (Meador and Rogers, 1979, p. 131).
The second assumption is that work is an important source of
one s sense of self-worth.
1

11

In our society, work is often the most

important source of self-identity" (Jorgensor, 1973, p. 4).
Third, marriage is an institution that fulfills a need of one s
1

social development.

11

The American Marriage by requirement, is

strenuous, happy, creative, the focus of life--an end in itself"
(Koempel, 1972, p. 75).
Fourth, changes in the style of marriage have been influenced by
economic factors and by changes in attitudes toward women.

11

Many

women work because of economic necessity" (Jorgensor, 1973, p. 201).
Probably the biggest impact of the seventies on the double-career
couple emerging in the late seventies and the early eighties was
the women s movement (Shimberg and Beach, 1981, pp. 45-46).
1

The fifth assumption is that couples who have chosen to
voluntarily live apart are in a marriage they wish to maintain; they
have not separated because of conflict.
Finally, it is assumed that the subjects provided honest comments
about themselves and honest comments regarding how their relationship
was functioning.

Limitations
The following three limitations appear to be warranted.

First,

researching couples who voluntarily choose to live apart are hard to
find as they are not identified by some source such as the U. S.
Bureau of Census.

11

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has no statistics
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to show how many couples actually maintain separate households" (Rule,
1977, p. 33).

The second limitation is the result of the timing of the
interviews.

Perceptions of experiences of living apart are more

accurate when the situation of living apart is actually taking place.
Problems of recall occur after an experience has past.

Thus, only

couples who were actually living apart at the time of the interviews
were selected.

This considerably reduced the sample size.

Finally, couples who were in forced-choice situations of living
apart, such as military service and Aid to Dependent Children
recipients, could not be used as they might have had different
perceptions of the experience of living apart than those couples who
voluntarily choose to live apart.

Definition of Terms
For this study, the following definitions will apply:
Conventional marriage--a relationship in which the husband
provides the financial support, that is, has a career and the wife
maintains the household and takes care of the family.
"traditional marriage" and

11

Terms

conventional marriage" are used

interchangeably.
1.

Dual-career marriage--a relationship in which both husband

and wife are involved in careers and/or educational development
together or separately but reside in the same household.
2.

Couples living apart--a couple in a marriage who have

voluntarily chosen to live apart in two different locales for career

7

and/or educational development while still maintaining a marriage.
The couples will have been carrying on a long-distance or commuter
marriage for a minimum of three months.

During the commuting

relationship, the couple will not have been together more than two to
three days if the relationship was conducted as a weekly arrangement.
In addition, the terms "commuter marriage," "long-distance marriage,"
and "living apart" are used interchangeably.

8

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
In order to facilitate a deeper understanding of what couples
voluntarily living apart were experiencing, this study was developed
to gather perceptions from spouses as to their benefits and
challenges, how the benefits and challenges affected him or her, and
how the benefits and challenges affected his or her relationship.
Since the commuter marriage appeared as one alternative to the
conventional marriage as well as a solution to the dual-career
couples' conflict of job mobility, it would seem appropriate to
examine the conventional marriage and the dual-career marriage as
background to the commuter marriage.
It would seem that couples living apart would experience similar
benefits and challenges of dual-career marriages as a result of being
involved in another alternative to the traditional marriage.

Yet,

couples living apart might be experiencing gains and losses different
from the dual-career marriages as a result of being involved in a
commuter relationship.
marriages:

This section will examine the three styles of

traditional marriage, dual-career marriage, and the sparse

information that is currently known about the commuter marriage.

Traditional Marriage
Rapoport and Rapoport (1971) reported that the foundation for the
traditional marriage pattern was that men were naturally the
breadwinners and women were best at raising the family and keeping the

9

home.

As a matter of fact, Pepitone-Rockwell (1980) pointed out that

from the 1940 s through the 1960 s, the American society really pushed
1

1

the ideals that women must be proper wives while husbands were the
breadwinners.

A wife was to be home providing support for the family.

The traditional marriage was the model for a man and woman who
married prior to the 1960 s.
1

In the sixties, technology advanced so

that more people moved from rural areas to urban, higher education
opportunities for women became available, and there were changes in
the attitudes of women (Jorgensor, 1973).
impact on the work world for women.

These conditions had an

Until this time, women had been

working at lower positions out of economic necessity.
With the opportunities to train for jobs which were out of the
reach of women before, more women were now able to enter jobs that
only men had held previously (Glazer, 1978).

Once women entered jobs

requiring training and skills, some women began to feel

satisfaction

which resulted in a new kind of self-worth (Rapoport and Rapoport,
1969).

Women could find personal growth and satisfaction in

employment (Rowatt and Brock-Rowatt, 1980).

And Hall and Hall {1979)

pointed out that the Protestant ethic of work being good for a person
reinforced this attitude.
These changes for women established a fertile ground for some
women wanting to have both work and the family.
Given the fact that higher education is increasingly geared to
the requirements and opportunities of careers, and that careers
themselves are increasingly a primary source of personal
satisfaction for more and more people, it is reasonable to expect
that women will wish to commit themselves increasingly to the
world of work as well as to that of family life (Rapoport and
Rapoport, 1971, p. 71).

10

One way of combining the ideals of work and family together as one
resulted in the dual-career marriage (Hall and Hall, 1979).

Dual-Career Marriage
Pepitone-Rockwell (1980), Hall and Hall (1979), and Rapoport and
Rapoport (1969, 1971, 1976) defined a dual-career marriage as a
relationship in which both husband and wife pursue careers while
The dual-career marriage made its appearance as

maintaining a family.

an alternative to the traditional marriage during the 1960 1 and into
the 1970 s (Rice, 1979).
1

With the appearance of the dual-career marriage, these couple
faced having no role models to assist them as they set up their
relationships as the

11

pioneers for families of tomorrow" (Rapoport and

Rapoport, 1971, p. 302).

Furthermore, dual-career couples faced

resistance because they were viewed as breaking away from the
conventional marital model (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1969).

Either

these couples were considered "deviants" or "pioneers"
(Pepitone-Rockwell, 1980).

The resistance by American society toward

dual-career couples appeared strongest during the 1960 s.
1

As these

couples entered the seventies, the attitudes of society "normalized"
the pattern of dual-career couples.
It has been further found that the dual-career couple was not
only confronted with American society s attitudes but they were also
1

faced with conflicts within the marriage as a result of their
lifestyle.

Rapoport and Rapoport (1969) found in interviewing sixteen

dual-career couples that husbands and wives who were more competitive

11
in developing their careers while married had more conflict in the
marriage such as more family arguments and sexual problems.

Hall and

Hall (1979) reported as Rapoport and Rapoport had, that competition
between careers of the spouses was a detriment.

Hunt and Hunt (1977)

pointed out that often pressure was felt in the marriage for one
spouse to withdraw his or her career to provide support to the
partner s career.
1

An alternative to the conflict of competition

between careers was to face the possibility of a breakdown in the
marriage.
In other reports of conflict for dual-career couples, Hopkins and
White (1978) examined the research on dual-career couples and noted
that one difficulty for dual-career couples was not having enough time
together.

Rice (1979) also concluded that the lack of time to be

together was a frequent complaint among dual-career couples.
Although there were several conflicts for dual-career couples,
dual-career couples also reported some gains.

Increased income and

personal development, not just for the husband, but also for the wife,
was reported by dual-career couples (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1969).
Another study by Rapoport and Rapoport (1971) two years later in which
five couples were interviewed, reported the same gains, that of
increased income and personal development.

Pepitone-Rockwell (1980)

concluded that personal development as a gain for several women was a
result of women having careers which enhanced their positive feelings
about themselves and therefore, affected their relationships in a
positive way.

12
Actually, most of the research on dual-career couples came from
Rapoport and Rapoport (1969, 1971, 1976) based on interviews in which
they examined the dual-career couples' strains and strokes.

Hopkins

and White (1978) pointed out that Rhona and Robert Rapoport would be
11

synonomous with dual-career family research" (p. 253).

It was

Rapoport and Rapoport (1976), with the research of the understanding
of dual-career couples well underway in the 1970 s, who speculated
1

that the idea of the commuter marriage was a possibility.
In the 70s it may be that more couples will be willing to make
arrangements that would have been anomalous in the 60s: to share
jobs, or to move with only the wife's new position secured; or to
become two-city families for a period while the new possibilities
are being explored (Rapoport and Rapoport, 1976, p. 319).

Commuter Marriage
Commuter marriage has been defined as a relationship in which one
of the spouses travels and/or lives in another community to work
during the week and, depending on distance, returns to the family on
weekends (Farris, 1978; Gross, 1980).

Initially, most references to

the commuter marriage were in newspaper articles devoted to personal
profiles of couples or of wives who were living in this changed
marital pattern.
Gross (1980) was one of the first researchers who noted that
married couples were maintaining separate residences as a result of
career mobility.

This pattern provided a solution to the dual-career

conflict of not being able to find careers or professional training in
the same geographical area as one's spouse.

13
Rule (1977} suggested that regardless of whether couples living
apart while married were a serious trend or merely a fad, this
lifestyle was, nevertheless, occurring more frequently.
The practice, sometimes called 'commuter,• weekend, or
1
long-distance 1 marriage, is becoming more common as women attain
higher status in the labor market and are offered positions away
from their families, positions that they often consider too
attractive to refuse (Rule, 1977, p. 33}.
1

1

Simberg and Beach (1981) agreed with Rule that couples living apart
were more frequent.

They found that many women were enjoying their

careers and were not relocating when their husbands got better job
opportunities away from home.
Kirschner and Walum (1978} suggested that although research of
the population of couples living apart was sparse as a result of the
difficulty in locating these couples, they stated that living apart
was not really a new phenomenon.

For instance, salesmen essentially

had been living apart from their spouses for many years, and war
always separated some men from their wives.

However, what now

appeared new about the living arrangement was that many wives were
voluntarily choosing it in order to maintain their careers, and
husbands appeared to be cooperating.
Some dual-career couples had encountered the difficulty of job
mobility demands, both spouses were unable to find suitable careers in
the same geographical area, and they needed a solution.

One approach

to resolve the conflict of career mobility was for couples to commute
between two different locations (Farris, 1978).

Farris suggested that

commuting might become a very viable way of maintaining family and
careers at the same time.

14

The lifestyle constitutes a solution to the dual-career
coordination problem to the extent that it permits each spouse to
pursue a career independently of the geographical restraints
imposed by the career demands of the other, and at the same time,
maintain an ongoing marital relationship (pp. 100-101).
Of the limited research of commuter marriages that has been done, it
supported that several married couples lived apart because of career
or job training with the intent of maintaining a marriage (Gerstel,
1977; Farris, 1978; Gross, 1980).
Basically, although the field of research of commuter marriages
is young, a few investigators have collected some results.

Gerstel

(1977} interviewed seventy-four couples and found that the greater the
distance between residences, the more infrequently couples visit.
Orton and Crossman (1982) conducted a questionnaire survey of one
hundred eighteen subjects and found what Gerstel had reported.
Farris (1978) interviewed ten couples and found that financial
cost was the most cited problem and that professional development was
the most mentioned gain among couples in commuter marriages.

Orton

and Crossman (1982) supported Farris' research that professional
development was frequently considered a gain but did not cite any
specific losses as seen by the commuter couples they had surveyed.
Gross (1980} interviewed forty-three dual-career couples who
lived apart and found that age of the spouses and a long marriage
affected the marital relationship.

The older the spouses and the

longer the marriage, these couples living apart reported less stress
than younger couples and couples in shorter marriages.

Gross

concluded that much more research was needed to examine what couples
living apart were experiencing.
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was to gather perceptions from spouses
in commuter marriages as to their benefits and challenges, how the
benefits and challenges affected the person as an individual, and how
the benefits and challenges affected his or her marital relationship.
This chapter will present the sources of data, the instrument used,
procedures followed, and how the data from the interviews will be
presented.

Source of Data
Subjects for this study were spouses in legal marriages in which
the partners voluntarily lived apart in order to pursue careers and/or
further education.

Subjects were found through social conversations

with friends and associates and/or as a result of direct inquiries
such as newspaper ads.

In most cases, a letter of introduction was

sent to the subject to introduce the investigator and the intent of
the study (Appendix A).

This was followed by direct contact by phone

to confirm the subject as a participant in this study.
Fourteen spouses were found in the mid-west of the United States
through contacts made.

The difficulty of identifying the subjects

through other sources such as agencies, limited access to a larger
sample beyond this geographical area.

All subjects had been residing

separately for four days or more each week.

Some subjects had been

residing apart for several months before visitation with spouses.

All

subjects had been in a commuter or long-distance marriage a minimum of
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three months before being interviewed.

Furthermore, each couple had

chosen voluntarily to live apart in separate communities because of
career opportunities and/or educational development for one of the
spouses.

Instrument
The instrument for this study was developed by the investigator,
consisted of thirty-nine questions, and was constructed of three types
of questions:

(a) backgound information as to the characteristics of

the subject and his/her partner, {b) background information about the
marital relationship as a commuter style, and (c) open-ended interview
questions of the subject's perception of how living apart affected the
individual and how living apart affected the marital relationship
(Appendix B).
Background information of the subject and his/her partner was
sex, age, education, and occupation.

Background information of the

commuter relationship was how long married before commuting, how long
had the commuter marriage existed, how long was the commuter marriage
to continue, distance in miles apart, frequency of visits, average
lengths of visits, whether there were any children in the marriage,
were there any models who had lived apart, who made the decision to
live apart, and would the subject consider living apart again based on
his/her experience.
The open-ended questions covered the motivating factor in
choosing to live apart; benefits and challenges of living apart; the
similarity or difference between preconceived thoughts and actual
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experience of living apart; the gains and losses in the areas of
financial, emotional need, and self-identity; and an exploration of
sexuality as a result of living apart.

In addition, questions about

communications, attitudes, visitation effects, and advice to someone
considering living apart were included.

Procedure
Subjects for this study were interviewed during the Spring and
Summer of 1981.

The actual interviewing took place in the subject s
1

home, a counseling agency, or in the investigator s home.
1

The background information of the subject s and his/her partner s
1

1

characteristics as well as characteristics of the commuter marriage,
was recorded by the investigator.

Following this, the subject signed

a release form permitting the use of electrical recording and the use
of the information from the interview for this study (Appencix C).
Then, the subject was instructed that the interview questions were
open-ended and that the interview would cover his or her perceptions
of how living apart was affecting the person and how living apart was
affecting the marital relationship.

The subject was instructed that

there would not necessarily be any particular order to the questions.
The subject was informed that the intent of the study was to explore
his or her perceptions of how living apart was being experienced.
The interviews ranged from one to one and one-half hours each in
duration.

Each subject was paid $5.00 for his/her participation.
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Analysis of the Data
The re$ponses to the interview questions provided narrative
presentations of individual perceptions as to how living apart
affected the subject and how living apart affected the marital
relationship.

The results from these individual perceptions were

examined to conclude what similarities and/or differences were
prevalent among the subjects.

Any patterns will be pointed out in the

discussion chapter of this study.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of this study was to gather perceptions from spouses
in commuter marriages as to their benefits and challenges, how the
benefits and challenges affected the person as an individual, and how
the benefits and challenges affected his or her marital relationship.
Presented in this chapter is the (a) demographic data regarding the
subjects and their spouses, (b) demographic data regarding the
commuter style of marriage, and (c) narrative presentations of each
subject's perceptions.

Demographic Data Regarding the Subjects and Their Spouses
The demographic information obtained from the interviews provided
characteristics regarding the subjects and their spouses.
six male and eight female subjects.

There were

Of the subjects, six were in

careers and eight were pursuing further education.

Of the subjects'

spouses, three were in careers and eleven were pursuing education.
Distribution of the subjects and their spouses according to age and
education is presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
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TABLE 1
Ages of Commuter Marriage Spouses
Age Range

Subject

Spouse

20-25

6

6

26-30

1

1

31-35

2

3

36-40

3

3

41-45

1

46-50

1

51-55

1

N=28

TABLE 2
Education of Commuter Marriage Spouses

Education Level

Subject

3

H.S.
H.S.+

6

2
3

B.A.
B.A.+

2

2

M.A.

2

2

M.A.+

Ph.D
N=28

Spouse

1
4

1
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Demographic Data Regarding the Commuter Marriage
The demographic information regarding the commuter marriage
showed that ten subjects did not have children, and eight subjects
knew of no role models who had lived apart before the subject did so.
Thirteen subjects reported that the decision to live apart was made
mutually between the subject and his/her partner while one subject
reported to have made the decision for the couple.

Eight subjects

indicated they would not live apart again based on their experience of
living apart now.
The length of marriage before living apart ranged from eight
months to eighteen years.

Length of time in a commuter marriage

ranged from three months to forty-eight months.

The amount of time

left in the commuting arrangement ranged from three weeks to
twenty-four months, three subjects reported uncertainty as to the
length of time left to commute.

The distance between subjects and

their partners ranged from sixty miles to fifteen hundred miles.

The

frequency of visits by commuter couples ranged from weekly visits to
less than once a month, three subjects reported not visiting their
spouse for a duration of three months regularly between visitations.
The average length of visits among commuter couples was two to three
days if the commuter arrangement was weekly or up to two months before
visitation.

The remaining three commuter couples spent up to two

weeks together as a result of at least three months apart regularly
before a visitation.

As was observed from the demographic data of the

commuter marriages, greater distance apart resulted in fewer
frequencies of visits.
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Narrative Presentation of the Subjects• Perceptions
The following section presents synopses of interviews with each
of the fourteen subjects.

Subjects were designated A through N.

Within each subject's narrative presentation, the following headings
were denoted:

Motivating factor in decision to live apart, benefit,

challenge, perception, financial, emotional need, self-identity,
sexuality, communication, attitude, visitation effect, and advice to
someone considering living apart.

Subject A

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Education played

the motivating factor as this subject needed one more year in order to
attain a degree for the type of job she wanted.

The college nearby

her spouse's residence was too expensive compared to the college she
selected.

The training was seen as necessary for the career that

would result in a two-income family.

Benefit.

The subject expressed that one benefit was the

opportunity to seek the development necessary for a career.
Furthermore, she indicated that living apart would test the strength
of the marriage and if it coped with living apart, they could build a
stronger marriage to handle other events that might occur as the marriage
continued.

Challenge.

The challenge mentioned by the subject was financial.

It took considerable money to maintain two residences, travel for
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visitations, and use of the telephone for communication between
visitations.

Perception.

The subject found that living apart was much more

difficult than she had envisioned.

Although both sets of parents had

suggested that it would be difficult, it really didn't hit until she
actually did live apart.

Financial.

She stated it was a loss financially as considerable

expense was felt in having two homes and using money to travel to see
her spouse.

She indicated that their entire savings had now been

depleted, cautioning them to not spend as they would have liked.
Furthermore, phone calls to keep in touch with what was going on while
living apart, had been quite a burden.

Emotional need.

There were both gains and losses in this area.

The subject reported that without her husband available, she had to
seek out teachers, friends, and other activities.
more openness.

That resulted in

On the other hand, not having the availability of her

spouse resulted in her not getting the personal reinforcement that she
felt only a spouse could provide.

Self-identity.

The subject expressed she was more dependent on

herself, more confident in who she was.

She suggested that living

apart had helped her build character which resulted in improved
relations with family and friends.
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Sexuality.

The subject stated that the marriage was a closed

relationship but with strain.

Subject has tried not to worry about

sex and has encouraged her husband not to get too concerned about sex.
Her feeling was that she didn't have sex before marriage and so she
can do without during the periods of separation.

In addition, the

subject suggested that her husband was not doing anything sexually
until her visitation with him.

Communication.

During the visitation period, this couple would

spend considerable time by themselves.

They have realized that time

is limited during visitations and have set rules on how to handle
discussion and arguments.
When living apart, the subject reported that her spouse doesn't
write, whereas she writes quite frequently.

She thought of her

husband as watching TV a lot.

Attitude.

The subject verbalized that she thought most peers

found her crazy to be living apart.

Furthermore, she would find that

people didn't know how to socialize with her because if she was
invited out, attempts were made to pair her up with a man.

Plainly,

she thought people really did not understand the circumstances of her
marriage.

This was not only with peers but she noted it with both

sets of parents until more recently.
In dealing with other people's nonsupportive attitude, her attitude
appeared to be "I don't care" toward others.

She suggested that it was

more of their problem and she wouldn't let it become her problem.
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Visitation effect.

The subject expressed being very anxious just

before leaving for visitation, creating difficulty in concentrating on
her responsibilities and schedules in her living-apart location.

She

reported not having much problem once the visitation period ended.

Advice.

Subject suggested that if a couple was considering

living apart, they might ask themselves why they are doing it and what
would be the support system while they are living apart.

Subject B

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.
living apart:

Two factors led to

Personal needs for careers and the lack of job

opportunities in the same locale.

The subject expressed that both her

husband and herself were very career oriented, that it was not money
but the personal need to work that was involved.

In seeking the

career, they had known it would be hard for her husband to find a job
near her without having to relocate several times in order to advance
in his particular field.

Benefit.

The subject reported that her spouse enjoys lots of

space so when they are living apart, her husband seems to be quite
happy.

In addition, living apart provided the temporary solution of

professional opportunities for both.
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Challenge.

She reported that it was very difficult not having

her spouse available to talk to whenever she wants.

The day-to-day

things don't get shared as they were prior to their living apart.
The challenge of sex for this subject was that of not having her
partner available to satisfy her sexual urges.

The subject stated that the perceptions of living

Perception.

apart before they did it and the actual experience were pretty much
what she expected.

Indeed it was hard.

What differed was that it

seemed to get harder as time went on instead of easier.

Financial.

The subject reported monetary loss.

It had been

costing a great deal to live apart with expenses of food, travel, and
phone calls.

It finally became necessary to limit phone calls to once

a week and to twenty minutes in duration.

Emotional need.

The subject expressed that her needs were in a

holding pattern between visits.

Although she had several friends

around her, she found herself not sharing anything of major importance.
On the other side, she indicated that her husband had taken in a
pet as a companion while she was away.

Self-identity.
character as before.

She suggested that she was very much the same
Having been quite independent to begin with, she

indicated that there seemed to be little effect on her by living
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apart.

She noted that she might be more patient, more tolerant as a

result of living apart.
As for her husband, she suggested he had become more confident
because he had to do more things for himself that she used to do for
him.

Sexuality.

Considerable discussion about the sexual relationship

between her husband and herself had taken place.
they did feel differently.

She indicated that

She reported that her husband definitely

wanted a closed relationship while she, on the other hand, would be
OK with a sexual encounter.

However, she indicated that she had

maintained a closed relationship because of knowing how her husband
feels.
In further reporting, she stated that if a sexual encounter did
occur for her, she would tell her husband.

Meanwhile, she expressed

that she does masturbate during the time apart.

She mentioned that it

isn't often because she would enjoy masturbation more with her husband
present.

Corrmunication.

She reported that the communications have

improved a great deal since they have been living apart.
that her husband was more appreciative.

She noted

Any alone time for themselves

as a couple during visitations has been valued as family and friends
often get in the way.
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Attitude.

The subject expressed that she doesn't let other

people's opinions affect her.

She reported having lots of support

from work peers and not spending much time around individuals who find
it hard to understand her relationship.
According to the subject, both sets of parents are supportive.
At first, she noted any questioning the parents have done was just
making sure that the marriage was OK.

Visitation effect.

Leaving for visitation is not a problem in

term of effects as reported by the subject.

The difficulty has been

that upon the return, the subject expressed being really moody the
first day back from visitation.

Advice.

The subject would advise a couple to be sure that both

spouses are involved in the decision as to whether to live apart.

In

addition, she expressed the opinion that it was important for the
couple to look at the options to be sure that living apart would be
the route they wanted to choose.

Subject C

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.
a degree for a specific type of work.

The subject needed

That training required the

attendance of an university located a distance away.

There had been

the possibility of the subject's wife moving, but it would not have
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been feasible for his wife to quit her job and risk the possibility of
not attaining a position near his school.

Benefit.

He expressed that there were not any personal benefits.

He tried to find benefits but expressed they might only be the time
alone to think things through which he noted wasn't really a good
thing for him to do after all.

Challenge.

The subject expressed that he lives a completely

different life away than when he's with his wife, and he really
doesn't like it.

He reported that it is difficult to make friends

there as he doesn't want to feel the pain of ending the friendships
when he leaves to reunite permanently with his wife.
In addition to the above comments, the subject indicated that he
can only afford an efficiency apartment.

With very little money,

there has not been much that he can do while living there.

Perception.

He suggested that he was a bit surprised at the

difficulty of living apart.

Although they had talked about it, the

reality of it did not really hit home until he had done it.

Financial.
very tough.

The subject expressed that the money situation was

The expenses for living away, visitation travel, and

phone calls were a real drain.
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Emotional need.

It is really hard to make up for the time missed

by living apart, expressed the subject.

Attempts at utilizing the

phone long-distance as a way to reach out for support from his wife
wasn't very effective.

Actually, he expressed feeling a great deal of

loneliness and depression when not with his wife.

Self-identity.

The subject expressed being less 11 together 11 and

less self-confident when living apart.

Yet, he indicated that he

thought he had more endurance.
On the other hand, the subject expressed that he thought his wife
had learned to deal better with loneliness and seemed more out-going
since they had been living apart.

Sexuality.

He stated that they had discussed that it would not

be fair for either one to put restrictions on the other; it would have
to be what each one chose voluntarily to do.

As far as he was

concerned, there was not a problem with handling the sexual
relationship--it seemed to still be a closed relationship at this
time.

He had been pursued by women where he lived, but wanting his

marriage to work, had dampened his feelings toward potential sexual
encounters.

Communication.

The subject noted that it was quite difficult to

handle communications long-distance, that phone calls did not
facilitate the depth of what was being exchanged.

The exchanges
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between his wife and himself had greatly improved when they got
together.

The subject expressed that he found that people

Attitude.

thought he was crazy or that something was wrong with the marriage.
He noted that some people had assumed that his marriage must be really
bad.
In dealing with attitudes of others, he expressed that his first
reaction would be that he doesn't really care what others think.
However, he stated that he does care and wished that people would
understand more.

Visitation effect.

He expressed that the day before he returns

from visitation, he begins to withdraw.

Furthermore, he reported that

he finds it extremely difficult to get motivated to return to his
living locale.

In addition, the subject reported that once he arrives

for visitation, he finds himself trying to take everything in at once
in order to catch up.

Advice.

This, he has found, is very hard on him.

He would recommend that a person considering living

apart be sure that this is what he/she wants to do.

He stated that it

is nice to talk about it but it will be quite different when actually
living apart.

Ideally, it would be best to talk about lots of things

as much as possible.
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Subject D

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

The motivating

factor seen by this subject was the attainment of a degree as
preparation for a career.

Since her husband's job involved a lot of

traveling, it seemed the most apropriate time for her to seek
professional development.

Benefit.

Her perception of benefits was that living apart gave

each partner time to grow and prevented them from trying to mold how
the other should be.

Challenge.

Money, especially because of high phone bills, was

suggested by the subject.

Also it was quite difficult for the subject

not to have her husband nearby for support.

Although the subject has

tried to develop friendships, she has found it difficult to be with
couples as she felt like a "third wheel. 11

Perception.

The subject expressed that the separation was a lot

more difficult than she had perceived it would be.

Since it was much

more difficult than she thought, she reported finding it hard to
understand why her husband wasn't having the same difficulty of being
away from her as she was having being away from her husband.

Financial.

She expressed seeing no gain but a loss because of

expensive phone calls and maintaining two separate locations.
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Emotional need.

She reported that wanting to communicate with

her husband what goes on in her life while living apart but finding it
impossible to write it in words is an emotional loss.

Friends and her

mother have given support while she has been away from her husband.
It has helped some but the support hasn't filled the gap she expressed
that she feels.

Self-identity.

The subject expressed that she has more

self-confidence as a result of not being able to depend on her
husband.

On the other hand, she reported that she didn't think she

was as attractive since she has been living apart.

Sexuality.

She indicated that she has had one nighters and will

not be sharing that information with her husband.

Meanwhile she

reported that she thought her husband was non-sexual, that her husband
probably takes cold showers when he has sexual feelings.

Actually,

she indicated that she doesn't want to know if that is not the case.

Convnunication.

When they are together, the subject reported

their time is of high quality.

While away, she reported that she

doesn't get much reinforcement from her husband.

Attitude.

The subject expressed that she runs into lots of

ignorance about long-distance relationships.

It has appeared hard for

others to understand how she could live apart from her husband,
according to the subject.

Her husband's family appeared not to
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understand either.

Most often, she reported, people try to give her

advice when they can't possibly see themselves living apart from their
spouses.
In dealing with these attitudes, she reported that it makes her
more determined to prove that living apart can be one way of having a
marriage.

She indicated that there is pain for her as a result of

other people's lack of understanding.

Visitation effect.

None were reported by the subject as she has

not had much experience with visitation yet.

Advice.

She suggested to make sure the person knows what he/she

wants, weigh all the benefits before trying to live apart.

The couple

should not live apart if they don't have to, and they will need to
have a lot of faith and trust in each other.

Subject E

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

He reported that

both were very professionally oriented, that work was important to
them both.

As a result of this orientation, he expressed that they

found that professional development was difficult to find in the same
geographical location.

Benefit.

The subject stated that he wasn't as dependent on his

wife as he used to be.

Furthermore, the marriage appeared stronger
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and more flexible.

Above all, he stated that they both were able to

fulfill themselves professionally without interruptions.

Challenge.

Loneliness was mentioned as the number one challenge

by the subject, that sharing things by himself was very hard.

In

addition, he reported that he doesn't like commuting as he finds it to
be psychologically and physically draining.

He reported that often he

would arrive at his wife's residence in a rotten mood.

Perception.

He expressed that he found that they see things more

differently now than he had thought.

His wife appears to enjoy the

separation much more than he does as she has gotten further into her
career, reported the subject.

The subject stated that he doesn't

enjoy living apart as much as he thought he would.

Financial.

He reported that the expenses of two homes and

traveling takes quite a lot from their two incomes.

As a matter of

fact, he suspected that it may be costing more than if they were
living together on one income.

Emotional need.

As for emotional needs, he reported that he has

made new friendships but none that are really close.

In addition, he

has found that he is more involved in the community he lives in than
formerly.
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Self-identity.

He expressed that he has really two lives, a

separateness within himself.

With his place of work separate from his

family, he reported that he is quite different in the two worlds.

In

the work place, he reported that he was not as cheerful but more
serious, while in the family world, he was more like himself.

Sexuality.

Actually, as to what their sexual relationship would

be has not really been discussed.
has shared it with his wife.
had a sexual encounter.

He has had a sexual encounter and

Later, he found out his wife had also

He stated that both had had needs that

couldn't be met while living apart so other people had briefly entered
their lives.

In the course of events, it hadn't threatened the

marriage but had given them an opportunity to redefine their marriage.

Communication.

He suggested that they have talked about several

things that have come up as a result of living apart, resulting in a
new awareness of themselves and the marriage.

Attitude.

He has found that the parents think that what they are

doing seems a bit unusual but the parents do show support.

Actually,

he stated that no one has really challenged their living apart.

If

anything, he believed that people are more open to the idea of people
living apart.
attitudes.

Thus, he has not had to deal with others regarding
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Visitation effect.

The subject reported that it is really hard

to shift gears as he goes from the work place to family and back
again.

Advice.

He suggested that someone thinking of living apart from

his/her spouse should have some sense of what he/she is doing.

A

positive attitude is of great help; communicate a lot, and be prepared
for some surprises.

Subject F

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

The subject found

that he couldn t secure a position in the same geographical location
1

as his wife.

Furthermore, they needed his wife s income so it would
1

not have been feasible for his wife to have given up her job and move.

Benefit.

He reported that the opportunity for both of them to

have jobs was a benefit.

Challenge.

Being apart during the week was reported as a

challenge.

Financial.

The subject reported that there are losses such as

maintaining two different homes and the traveling expenses.
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Emotional need.

The subject found his job is very draining and

that he has no support from his environment in which he lives during
the week.

He reported that it is very difficult for him not to have

the day-to-day support from his spouse and the not knowing what goes
on during the week at the other home until he arrives for visitation.
He found that his job takes up all his free time so that he doesn't
have an opportunity to seek out support while away from his wife.

Self-identity.

He expressed that he really is two people as a

result of slipping in and out of the work place and the family place.

Sexuality.

The relationship, according to the subject, is a

closed one as a result of his job restraints and his frequent
visitations.

Communication.

He reported that there is a lot of trust between

himself and his wife.

Attitude.

Because of his job, the subject reported that he

doesn't get an opportunity to experience what other people think about
couples living apart so he has not had to deal with attitudes.

Visitation effect.

The commuting has made it very difficult for

him to concentrate on his job over the weekend.

He has found that the

commuting has been draining as a result of having to flip from work
place to family place and back again.
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Advice.

The subject suggested looking at the options and having

a goal in mind.

Subject G

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

The subject had

already accepted a job when her husband got a job offer elsewhere that
was too good to pass up.

They had had jobs in the same geographical

location before this happened.

Benefit.

She reported that she was able to do more things on her

own, that she could depend on herself.

In addition, she had more time

while living apart to take additional training and spend more
uninterrupted time on the job.

When they got together, the time was

of much higher quality type.

Challenge.

She found it hard to make friends; singles wanted to

party and with couples, she felt like a 11 third wheel. 11

In addition,

she found she wasn't able to go home to someone and talk about her
day.

Emotional need.

She sought out support from her colleagues and

took some additional classes to keep busy.
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Self-identity.

She reported being somewhat introverted, not as

open when living apart.

When she was with her husband, she reported

feeling more open.

Sexuality.
closed one.

There has been trust that the relationship is a

Actually, she reported, she would be quite hurt if her

husband had a sexual encounter.

While living apart, she has avoided

some males because of their attempts to get involved with her
sexually.

Communication.

The subject reported that when they are together,

they spend it together, getting caught up on sharing needs and what
they are doing in their lives.

Apart, their lives have been filled

with work so that their communications have been limited to a phone
call on the weekends that the subject doesn't visit.

Attitude.

She reported she is almost looked at as a freak.

It

has been difficult for others to understand how she could be separated
from her husband unless something was wrong with the marriage.
She simply dealt with other people's attitudes by withdrawing
from being around people who have difficulty with her marriage.

Visitation effect.

The subject reported no effects before

leaving for visitations but it is hard to come back after seeing her
husband.
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Advice.

She suggested that a couple examine the marriage and how

to handle their sexual needs.

Long-distance marriages are difficult

and are not for everyone to attempt according to the subject.

Subject H

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Subject reported

that if her husband finished a specific degree, her husband would have
an opportunity for a really good career.

This, with her job, would

provide income for a home and the things they wanted for the marriage.
Living apart now was a solution to their goals for the future.

Benefit.

She reported that her husband was getting the training

necessary for a job.

In addition, she found that living apart was

making the marriage stronger and she was reaching out more socially.

Challenge.

She found it difficult not being able to live

together during this period.

Perception.
it has been.

She had thought it would be harder living apart than

She reported seeing more of her husband than she

suspected she would.

Financial.

The cost of maintaining two apartments, travel

expenses, and phone calls were reported as a loss.

They now limit
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their calls to once a week.

However, the subject stated that the pay

off when her husband secures a career will be a gain.

Emotional need.

She reported that she stores away her needs

while her husband is away.

She does have family and friends in her

environment and she has kept herself very busy outside of her job
until her husband's visitations.

Self-identity.

The subject reported being more dependent on

herself, more sure that she can take care of herself and handle things
in her environment while her husband is away.

Sexuality.

Subject reported that the relationship hasn't been

changed sexually as a result of living apart, it is a closed
relationship.

She has found that people assume that since she is

married that she wouldn't be interested in a sexual encounter.

She

expressed she wouldn't, but noted that men have tended not to develop
friendships with her because she is married.

Communication.

Although they do not communicate much while

separated, she reported that they do touch base with each other once a
week by phone.

Attitude.
her husband.

When together, they have talked a great deal.

She found that people assume she would have moved with
When she didn't, people questioned her sanity.

She

believed that people have preconceived notions of how a marriage ought
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to be.

She stated that she recognizes this and doesn't get angry with

the attitudes that she finds.

Visitation effect.

When her husband has come for a visit, she

has dropped everything to be with her husband as she wanted to share
every possible moment with her husband.

Thus, she reported that her

schedule is interrupted until her husband leaves.

Advice.

She would suggest that a couple consider the strengths

in their marriage and whether the marriage could stand up to living
apart.

In addition, she would want the couple to look at the benefits

and challenges of living apart.

Talking with someone who has lived

apart might be beneficial.

Subject I

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Both needed degrees

to attain better jobs and the best education for each was not in the
same geographical area.

Benefit.

She stated that they appreciate each other more.

She

also reported that she has more time to concentrate on her educational
development without interruptions.

Challenge.

Money was reported as the most demanding challenge.

The subject reported that they only have one income to live on.
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Perception.

Living apart was more difficult than she thought it

would be, much more lonely for her.

Financial.

Subject reported that the large phone bills have

wiped out their savings.

Money has been a definite problem with

travel expenses and living in two places.

Emotional need.

She found that emotionally it was hard not to

have her husband around when she wanted him, although she has found
that they are more involved in their own lives.

Self-identity.

She found she does depend on herself more, also

that she has had more confidence in herself.

Sexuality.

They have discussed the relationship.

She reported

that if her husband slept with someone, it would be alright although
she would be hurt.

She stated that a one-night stand was OK for her

husband unless her husband loved the other woman, in which case it
would be very upsetting.

However, she would not divorce because her

husband fulfilled a physical need.
As for herself, she expressed that she doesn t worry about sex or
1

have any intention of having a sexual encounter.

Communication.

She expressed that their communication has

improved, that they talk about a lot more things.

When they visit one
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another, subject reported that they don't fight as often because they
seek more quality time together.

Attitude.

She has found that other people think there is

something wrong with the marriage because they live apart.
that even their parents at first were unsure.

She stated

The parents have been

more supportive now as she and her husband have shown more clearly
what objective (getting good jobs) they were working toward.

As for

others, she indicated that she doesn't hang around people who continue
not to understand.

Visitation effect.
easier for her to leave.

When she would visit, she reported, it was
When her husband visits and then leaves,

according to the subject, the time right after is unbearable.

All in

all, the traveling time has been the most difficult for her.

Advice.

She suggested to be prepared to deal with loneliness.

Subject stated that living apart is much more difficult than can be
envisioned.

Subject J

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Subject wanted to

finish her education and her husband secured a job where she could not
fulfill her pursuit of education.
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Benefit.

One benefit reported is that the trust in each other

has gotten stronger.

Subject expressed that she can depend on herself

more and that her husband appreciates her a lot more.

Challenge.

She stated that her husband has difficulty adjusting

to their separation and of her not being there to take care of the
home.

Perception.
it would be.

Living apart was a lot different than she perceived

She reported that they are not having as many

relationship problems but the financial problems are greater.

Financial.

They have found living apart very expensive as a

result of calling each other by phone.
per month phone bills each.
to once a week.

They were having fifty dollars

As a result they have limited the phoning

In addition, the cost of traveling has been a

financial drain on the one income.

Emotional need.

She expressed that she has made lots of friends

who help her through the periods between visitations.
husband, out of loneliness, went to the bars a lot.

Originally her
Now her husband

has been sharing more time with his friends.

Self-identity.

She expressed being a lot stronger.

She had

always been independent but living apart had assured her of being able
to take care of herself.
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Sexuality.

Theirs is a closed relationship.

Subject stated that

at first her husband was questioning her male friendships but has
become more trusting of her.

She expressed that they would share if

either one had a sexual encounter.

Currently, she restrains her

sexual feelings until visitations.

She stated that she takes lots of

cold showers until then.

Communication.

She expressed that they have gotten more open

with each other because they had to be sure that the other understood
what was being said over the phone.

Attitude.

She found friends protective of her because they

thought she was having problems in her marriage.

Once they saw more

clearly, she found most everyone quite understanding.

Visitation effect.

The day before she leaves, she reported

becoming real anxious to see her husband.

The day after she returns,

she expressed that she usually is 11 bummed out 11 until she can get into
her routine.

Advice.

She would advise checking out the trust in the marriage

and whether one can handle the pressures of being alone.

Also she

suggested that the couple must decide how to handle the sexual
relationship.
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Subject K

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Subject wanted to

have a degree in case anything ever happened to her husband.
Actually, they both wanted to have their own professions.

Benefit.

She reported that the marriage seemed better and that

her husband was more appreciative of her.
has been a good opportunity for her growth.

In addition, living apart
She has had more chances

to do things while her husband was learning to give more, to help out
more.

Challenge.

She reported that she has gotten lonely, doesn't have

many friends in her environment.

During visitations, according to the

subject, she feels left out sometimes because her husband has done a
lot of things while she has been gone.

Perception.

She has found it a lot harder than she thought it

was going to be.

Financial.

So far they have used up their savings.

The expenses

of travel and being in two different locations have resulted in a big
problem between them.

Emotional need.

Subject reported that her husband is not very

receptive to her needs long-distance.

Although she has tried to reach
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out to people, she reported not being very successful.

As a result,

she expressed that she has experienced considerable loneliness.

Self-identity.

She expressed being more able to depend on

herself as a result of having to do things for herself.

Sexuality.

Theirs is a closed relationship.

Subject expressed

that she does have sexual feelings but does not act upon them.

She

stated that she is sure her husband has sexual feelings too, but as
far as she knows, her husband doesn't act upon the urges either.

Communication.
long-distance.

Communication has been very difficult

During visitation, communications have seemed to be

better as her husband has shown much more appreciation toward her.

Attitude.

She has found people questioning why she isn't living

with her husband.

Some people seemed more understanding when she

explained the situation.

She has found herself becoming alienated

from those who don't understand.

Visitation effect.

She reported that she becomes quite anxious

when it nears visitation time.

Advice.

She would suggest that one should question whether

he/she can live apart and whether he/she thinks the marriage can cope
with long-distance arrangements.

Finally, the subject suggested that
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the couple look at the strengths of the marriage and be aware that
both will suffer from living apart.

Subject L

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Subject had an

opportunity at a better job but it was not where his wife was
finishing her education.

Benefit.

He wanted the job very much.

He reported being able to fulfill his professional

needs as a benefit.

Challenge.

The subject reported lots of loneliness.

In

addition, financial problems were a challenge.

Perception.

The subject stated that living apart turned out to

be a lot worse than he had envisioned.

Financial.

He reported that financial was definitely a loss as a

result of maintaining two separate households.

Emotional need.

He found it hard to reach out to people as he

didn t want to burden people.
1

He expressed that he has some

colleagues near him, but he still doesn t share much.
1

As a result, he

reported being very lonely and alienated from other people.
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Self-identity.

Subject stated being mostly depressed and

withdrawn from others.

Sexuality.

He expressed that he is looking for an outlet.

reported masturbating some but would prefer a sexual encounter.

He
As he

reported, he has a really hard time dealing with his sexual urges.
He and his wife have never discussed their sexual relationship as
to its condition when living apart.

Basically, he expressed that

sooner or later he will get into a sexual encounter because of the
distance from his wife's residence.

Communication.

Subject stated that the choices for himself are

made by him and that he informs his wife as to how it is.

When they

are together, the subject reported very little time spent alone
because of so many social commitments.

Attitude.

He stated that he hasn't really been involved with

people to know their attitudes.

Visitation effect.
coming back from a visit.

He found that he is very disoriented after
When leaving for a visit, he has found that

his schedule gets backed up, many things have to wait until he
returns.
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Advice.

The subject suggested that one should look into the

things one can and cannot do by living apart.

Especially important

would be to examine what the benefits might be.

Subject M

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Opportunities for

educational development and two separtate careers were reported as the
motivating factors.

Benefit.

He reported the benefits to be lots of time to work on

his job without family interruptions, more professional development
opportunities, and the marriage seemed better because his wife was
happier having a job.

Challenge.
a challenge.

Subject reported spending a lot of time commuting as

He expressed not having a wife available when he wanted

her to be there as an additional challenge.

Perception.

Living apart was pretty much what the subject

thought it would be.

He pointed out that it has been more difficult

to keep enough space for family in his life while living apart.

Financial.

The expenses of maintaining two households and

traveling costs were reported as losses.

His wife's income was

reported to be going entirely to maintaining one household.
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Emotional need.

He has been very involved with his work.

support, he pointed out that he shares with his colleagues.

For

He

reported that his wife seeks out several support groups, has the
children around, and keeps very busy with schedules.

Self-identity.
living apart.

He expressed that his is much the same as before

He noted that he finds his wife is much more confident

because she must make many decisions without him.

Sexuality.

Theirs is a closed relationship and thus far he has

not experienced any problems.

They take care of sexual needs during

visitations according to the subject.

Communication.

They have discussed things considerably and have

often found that they would make decisions much the same way.

He

stated if anything happens that he should know about, his wife will
call.

He expressed a lot of trust in his wife's judgement.

Attitude.

Most often he has found that people don't understand.

He expressed that maybe his relationship scares people and they tend
to keep their distance from him.

He reported that some people may

think that he's headed for divorce.
He has found that his colleagues accept his living apart.

With

others, he has tried to explain his relationship and if they still
haven't understood, he has usually given up.
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Visitation effect.

He has found no problem in readjusting to his

routine each time he returns from a visitation.
is quite tired though.

He has found that he

He expressed that just before leaving, he

experiences great anticipation of seeing his wife.

Advice.
homes.

He recommended to be prepared for the expense of two

Also discuss what one wants and look at what's the best

solution.

He expressed that it is important that the couple have good

communications, that they can give and take a lot.

Subject N

Motivating factor in decision to live apart.

Subject's wife had

a degree in teaching and it became impossible for his wife to get a
job near his geographical area.

The subject was unable to just quit

his job at the time so living apart was the solution for now.

Benefit.

Having an opportunity for career development for both

partners was reported as a benefit.

Living apart has also given the

subject an opportunity to do other things and be more involved in his
job.

The subject added that he thought his wife was much more

interesting as a working person.

Challenge.
wife living away.

He had found it difficult to fill the void with his
He has found that he has to fill his time with

things to do and has had to work harder at the relationship.
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Perception.

Living apart was about how he thought it would be.

He expressed that he knew he would have more time professionally, but
would miss his wife a lot.

Financial.

He has found that there is a tremendous amount of

duplicated expenses.

Emotional need.

Both have been supportive of each other.

Whoever has had the most time has given what he/she can.

The subject

has arranged so that when he does visit, it's a three-day weekend.

He

expressed that he wished they could be together more frequently.

Self-identity.

Living apart has enhanced their belief that one

should fulfill oneself in whatever way possible.

Living apart has

given them both an opportunity to be more independent and to be more
self-reliant.

Sexuality.

Theirs is a closed relationship.

They are handling

the relationship very much like they did before the separation.

There

is trust in the relationship as the subject stated he would never
suspect his wife of having an affair.

Outside people have tried to

get involved with both partners but neither has let it happen.

Communication.
relationship.

They have been working harder at the
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Attitude.

Subject reported that he doesn't really let other

people's attitudes affect him as a result of his not sharing his
living apart with most people.

Those who know have been from academia

where he expressed people are more open to these types of
relationships.

Visitation effect.

Subject reported that when he visits, he has

no problem readjusting to his routine when he returns.

However, the

subject reported, when his wife visits him, it is harder on him when
she leaves.

Advice.

He suggested that a couple considering living apart take

stock in what their marriage is about, and have an understanding of
why they are married.

An ongoing commitment is essential and the

couple should try to have good experiences when they get together for
visitations.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
The intent of this study was to gather perceptions from spouses
in commuter marriages as to their benefits and challenges, how the
benefits and challenges affected the subject, and how the benefits and
challenges affected his or her marital relationship.

This section

discusses the demographic data regarding the subjects and their
spouses, demographic data regarding the commuter style of marriage,
and the narrative presentations of each subject s perceptions.
1

Demographic Data Regarding the Subjects and Their Spouses
The data suggested that commuter marriages were not restricted to
any one age group nor restricted to any particular educational level.
Of the fourteen subjects interviewed, only six couples were in
dual-career marriages and commuting.

The remaining eight couples were

in marriages in which one partner of the marital couple was pursuing
further education.

Demographic Data Regarding the Commuter Marriage
The data indicated that thirteen out of the fourteen subjects
made the decision jointly with spouses to live apart.

In choosing to

live apart, eight subjects had no role models before venturing into a
new style of marriage.

For those who did have role models, this

factor did not appear to affect their decision as to whether or not to
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live apart.

What affected the choice to live apart was the need for

career mobility or the pursuit of education.
From the information gathered, three subjects had not known when
they would be reunited permanently.

It was found that these three

subjects were all from dual-career couples.
In regard to considering the prospects of another commuter
marriage experience during their lifetime, only six of the fourteen
couples reported that they would consider living apart as a
possiblity.

The experience of living apart was the influential factor

in this response.
The distance between spouses in a commuter marriage appeared to
directly effect the frequency of visitations.
distance, the more infrequent the visits.

The greater the

Gerstel (1977) and Orton

and Crossman (1982) had supported this with their findings.

The three

couples living over one thousand miles apart stated that visits were
limited to two to four times a year.

Those couples living less than

one thousand miles apart reported visitations on weekends or at least
once a month.
It is not possible from the data drawn from the small sample to
ascertain whether the age of the spouses and the length of the
marriage influenced one's perception of the strains and rewards of
living apart as Gross (1980) had done.

Gross had found that older

couples and persons involved in longer marriages appeared to have less
stress than did younger couples and persons involved in shorter
marriages.
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Narrative Presentations of Subjects• Perceptions
In examining the motivating factor in the decision to live apart,
only two factors were mentioned:

The need for professional training

and the unavailability of a job in the same geographical location as
that of the subject's spouse.

Half of the subjects reported the need

for professional training and the other half reported the need to
pursue a career opportunity that was away from the spouse's residence.
Research by Gerstel (1977), Farris (1978), and Gross (1980) supported
these findings.
Among the benefits suggested by the subjects, professional
development was mentioned by nine subjects, more freedom to do things
was mentioned by five, career opportunity was mentioned by one, less
interruptions was mentioned by three, improvement in the marital
relationship was mentioned by five, and an improved self-identity
was mentioned by two subjects.
Among the challenges suggested by the subjects, financial
problems, not having the partner living with the subject, and
loneliness were reported six times each.

Other challenges reported,

not having the partner available for sex was cited once and commuting
was cited twice by subjects.
In examining whether the subjects found living apart different
from or similar to what had been envisioned, ten of the fourteen
subjects reported it to be different.

In fact, they found it to be

much more difficult than they had thought it was going to be.
(1980) supported these results with her research.

Gross
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In regard to the financial effects as a result of living apart,
all fourteen subjects reported this factor as a loss.

Maintaining two

separate residences, spending money for traveling, and expenses of
phone calls were the most commonly cited by subjects as the reason for
financial loss.
Emotional need was only reported by half the subjects to be a
loss as a result of living apart.

The remaining seven subjects were

split between emotional need being a gain or reporting it to be a gain
or loss equally.

The most commonly mentioned loss by the subjects who

reported emotional loss, was the unavailability of their partner.
Subjects were equally divided as to whether there had been loss
or gain in their self-identity.

As a loss, subjects reported being

more depressed or confused as to his/her life patterns between the
family place and the work place.

Those subjects who reported an

improved self-identity, cited more self-confidence and independence in
their personality.
The perceptions by subjects of gains and losses in the areas of
financial, emotional need, and self-identity suggested that these
areas were influenced by the benefits and challenges that were
reported by the subjects.

Financially, maintaining two homes, and the

cost of traveling and phone calls influenced perceptions of loss.
Emotionally, the partner s absence from the environment influenced
1

feelings of loneliness for some subjects while other subjects reached
out more to friends.

With self-identity, the benefits of having more

freedom as a result of living apart influenced whether a subject felt
better or worse about himself or herself.
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In regard to what kind of sexual relationship existed, four
subjects suggested that their relationship might be open, sexual
encounters outside of the marriage would be feasible or had happened.
The remaining ten subjects indicated they had a closed relationship,
no sexual encounters outside of the marriage would happen.

Those

subjects reporting a closed relationship stated that their sexual
needs were "on hold" until visitation with the partner.
Half of the subjects reported improved communication with their
spouses.

Two subjects reported that their communication pattern had

gotten worse.

The remaining subjects pointed out that living apart

had a positive effect in that their time with partners was of a higher
quality, but when away from the partner, it appeared more difficult to
keep in touch as they would have liked.
In terms of others' attitudes toward subjects regarding the
subjects' living apart from their spouse, three attitudes were
perceived: (a) the subjects were quite abnormal, (b) they were having
marital problems, or (c) living apart was somewhat accepted.

Subjects

reported that in situations in which other people didn't accept or
understand how the subject could live apart from his/her partner, the
subjects usually avoided further encounters with these people or
situations in which subjects might encounter lack of understanding.
The lack of understanding by others might be understandable.
practice of commuter marriage has only developed since 1977.

Until a

practice becomes a part of the larger population, there is often
considerable resistance (Wells, 1979).

The
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Disruption of their routines, anxieties or fatigue was reported
by ten subjects to occur to him or her when they visited their spouse.
One might consider that disruption of routine, anxieties or fatigue
might all by symptoms of the subject faced with changes between two
worlds:

the work place and the family place.

Finally, advice given by subjects for anyone considering living
apart was to examine the marriage as to strengths, to look at the
benefits of living apart, to consider difficulties that might arise,
and to be prepared for the fact that living apart would be much harder
than a couple might preconceive.

All subjects recommended that living

apart was a very serious decision so that both spouses should be
actively involved in the planning.

No subject suggested that living

apart would be easy or without difficulties.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to gather perceptions from spouses
voluntarily living apart as to their benefits and challenges, how the
benefits and challenges affected the individual, and how the benefits
and challenges affected the marital relationship.

This chapter will

briefly summarize the study, present conclusions, and suggest
recommendations.

Summary
At the time of the present study, only three investigators
(Gerstel, 1977; Farris, 1978; Gross, 1980), had provided any published
research directly examining commuter couples who voluntarily chose to
live apart.

One plausible reason for the lack of literature was that

commuter couples were hard to locate as no source, such as an agency,
provided a way to identify commuter relationships (Orton and Crossman,
1982).
The commuter marriage appeared in American society around 1977,
as one alternative to the conventional marriage as well as one
solution to the dual-career couples' conflict of job mobility.
Furthermore, couples choosing to voluntarily live apart appeared to
have created a trend in American society in which few insights existed
as to what these couples were experiencing as a result of living
apart.
In order to gather perceptions from couples voluntarily living
apart, fourteen spouses who had been engaged in commuter marriages for
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a minimum of three months, shared their perceptions.

Perceptions of

the effect of living apart on finances, emotional need, self-identity,
and sexuality as well as comments about perceptions, communications,
attitudes, visitation effects, and advice were included.
The present study was conducted in the mid-west of the United
States by the investigator.

Contact of commuter couples was sought

through social conversations with the investigator's friends and
associates, and through direct contact such as newspaper ads.
Among the benefits reported by participants, professional
development was most cited followed by more freedom to do things and
an improved marital relationship.

Among the challenges reported,

financial, loneliness, and not having the partner living with the
subject were cited as equally important.
The effects of living apart on the areas of financial, emotional
need, self-identity, and sexually were reported either as a loss or a
gain by the participants in this study.

All subjects reported

financial loss, whereas fifty percent of the subjects believed they
had lost in the areas of emotional need and self-identity.

The other

fifty percent of the subjects reported improvement in the areas of
emotional need and self-identity.

Ten subjects had stated no change

in their closed relationship (no external sexual encounters) as a
result of living apart.
Ten subjects reported that living apart was more difficult than
they had envisioned and that they had experienced disruptions of their
routines.

Half of the subjects reported improved communications with

spouse and that they had experienced lack of understanding by others
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toward them and their marital relationship as a result of living
apart.

All subjects expressed caution to any person or couple

considering living apart.

Conclusions
On the basis of the findings of this study, the following
conclusions appear to be warranted:
1.

There are individual problems and rewards in commuter

marriages.
2.

Evidence does not support that the challenges as a result

of living apart are greater than the benefits as a result of living
apart or vice versa.
3.

Attitudes by others toward the commuter spouses and their

relationship may often be nonsupportive.
4.

A lack of understanding by others who don't commute may exist

about commuter marriages.

Recommendations
Based on the findings of the present study and on the limited
literature in print, the following recommendations are made:
1.

One area of research might be to interview couples who live

apart as a result of a forced-choice situation.

Those

couples might have different perceptions and challenges
involved in living apart than do couples living apart
voluntarily.
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2.

Another area of research could be the examination of how

children are affected when spouses live apart and still work
to maintain a marriage.
3.

Several subjects from this study reported visitation effects.

Are visitation effects on the spouse who commutes improved or
worsened by distance, length of marriage, length of time apart, or by
some other factors?

How about the spouse who does not commute--would

the effects be the same?
4.

Research might not be the only direction to pursue with

commuter marriages.

A support group made up of spouses from

commuter marriages might provide insights.
5.

Providing material through a workshop about the possible

advantages and disadvantages of living apart while maintaining a
marriage might be one way of preparing couples for the commuter
lifestyle.
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TO:
My name is January Harrison and I'm a Graduate student at the
University of Northern Iowa in the Counseling Program.

I'm conducting

interviews of individuals who are living apart from his/her partner
because of careers in separate locations or because one of the
partners is attaining educational development apart from the partner.
My study is on, "Couples Living Apart:

An Examination of Their

Perceived Benefits and Challenges as a Result of Living Apart. 11
Through social conversations with friends and associates and/or
direct inquiries, I believe you might be of assistance in this study.
The interview, which is individual, is 1-1½ hours in duration,
the participant is paid $5.00, and the identity of the participant is
not recorded.
the study.

I'm simply interested in the information relevant to

Confidentiality is maintained and I'm a member of the

American Personnel and Guidance Association whose guidelines I follow.
I thought this type of introduction appropriate initially and
will contact you in the near future for further discussion and the

arrangement of an interview if you choose to participate.
This area of research is relatively new as much is not available
in the literature.
Sincerely,

January Harrison
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Interview Questions
Background Information:
Subject:

Sex
Age
Education
Occupation

Subject's Partner:

Sex
Age
Education
Occupation

How long married before separation?
How long apart thus far?
How long do you anticipate additional length of separation?
Distance apart?
Frequency of visits?
Average length of visits?
Do you have any children?
Did you know of anyone else who had lived apart before you did
this?
Who made the decision to live apart?
Would you consider living apart again based on your experiences
thus far?
Questions:
What was the motivating factor in choosing to live apart?
What do you see as the benefits/rewards of living apart?
What do you see as the challenges/problems of living apart?

Do you feel that the benefits and challenges in this relationship
are consistent with your perceived thoughts before living
apart?
How do they differ?
How are they similar?
What do you see as your financial gain in living apart?
What do you see as your financial loss in living apart?
What do you see as your emotional need gain in living apart?
What do you see as your emotional need loss in living apart?
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What do you see as your self-identity gain in living apart?
What do you see as your self-identity loss in living apart?
What kind of sexual ralationship exists within your relationship?
How do you deal with your sexuality while living apart?
Do you see it as similar to or different from your partner's?
How do you see your communications between your partner and
you affected?
How do you feel about the attitudes of other people toward your
living apart from your partner?
How do you deal with the attitudes of other people toward your
living apart from your partner?
Did you find any effects from visitations?
What were the effects?
What advice would you give someone and/or a couple considering
living apart?
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RELEASE FORM

Participant Statement

The study, "Couples Living Apart:

An Examination of Their

Perceived Benefits and Challenges as a Result of Living Apart, 11 is
conducted by January Harrison, a Graduate student at the University of
Northern Iowa in the Counseling Program.

I understand that as a

participant in this study that the interview will be electrically
recorded for accuracy of information.

I understand further that the

electrical recording and research are used solely for professional
purposes and that the research relationship is confidential within the
meaning of confidentiality as defined by the American Personnel and
Guidance Association.

Participant's Signature

Date

Researcher's Signature

Date

